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1.

Introduction

1.1 General context
This report describes the project activity carried out by E-DETECT TB partners for completion of Task
2.3 “Promotional Tools”. One of the deliverables for Task 2.3 is the launch of the project’s website.
This document provides an overview of the project activity corresponding to Task 2.3 and of the
website itself.
University College London carried out web design. All partners in the E-DETECT TB consortium
contributed in delivering and revising content for the website. The main language is English, but if
the need is identified throughout the stakeholders’ needs assessments, it could be upgraded to
include another language.

1.2 Deliverable objectives
The objective of producing a website is to facilitate communication within and dissemination of the
E-DETECT TB project.
The website serves several purposes:
a) It acts as a source of information for a variety of stakeholders, such as academics, industry
and governmental agencies conducting similar work and interested in collaboration with EDETECT TB partners and CHAFEA.
b) It disseminates information to the public in an easily digestible form, informing them of the
importance of the research and project activities.

2.

Design and Registration, Maintenance & Main Features

2.1 Design and Registration
The E-DETECT TB project website was created and launched on the domain name www.e-detecttb.eu
on June 23rd 2016.
UCL performed the web design through WordPress, and registered the domain name with
Names.co.uk. The registration is initially for one year and will be renewed annually throughout the
project’s life and beyond as deemed necessary.
PU
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2.2 Website Maintenance
The website will be regularly maintained and updated by WP2 (Dissemination)’s leaders at UNIBS,
supported by the Communications and the Project Managers at UCL.
New content will be added as it becomes available from partners. The website will be regularly
reviewed and refined to meet the demands of the stakeholders and target audience, and ensure
optimal dissemination of the project’s results.

2.3 Main Features
In order to provide easy access and navigation, each page on the website contains a header with the
website’s menu (Figure 1), on which the current page is highlighted; as well as a search button in the
right hand corner.

Figure 1 – Header banner for all pages (Menu)

The EU flag and Horizon 2020 acknowledgment of funding can be seen on all pages as part of a footer
(Figure 2). The footer also includes a disclaimer on the EU’s responsibility regarding the project’s
results and information contained in the website.

Figure 2 – Footer with the acknowledgment of EU funding and disclaimer on the EU’s responsibility
PU
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3.

Main Pages

3.1 Home
The home page (Figure 3) features the project’s tag line and the main three pages that the audience
may be interested in; to learn more about the project, the consortium’s publications and its latest
news.
Based on the viewers’ statistics that we will collect, the quick links featured on the home page may
be updated as the project progresses, to provide quick access to the most visited pages.

Figure 3 – Website home page
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3.2 About
The “About” page (Figure 4) provides a quick summary of the project and links towards a longer
explanation of the project’s work plan and the composition of the consortium.

Figure 4 – The “About” page

3.2.1 Work Plan
The Work plan page (Figure 5) is a longer description of the project and it is the first children page of
the “About” page.
It includes a concise description of the project activities, a quote from the coordinator and a few
graphical representations of the project and its elements (i.e. map of the partners’ countries and
drawing of the E-DETECT TB mobile van).
PU
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Figure 5 – The Work plan page
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3.2.2 Publications
The Publications (Figure 6) is where all the project’s documentation and publications will be
deposited, and it is the second children page of the “About” page.
It lists all the Public deliverables and their planned delivery date. Once the deliverables will be
approved, they will be made available for download on this page.

Figure 6 – The Publications page
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3.3 Partners
The Partners page (Figure 7) introduces the consortium, emphasizing its strengths and
complementarity. It includes a mosaic of tiles presenting the partners individually, linking to their
own, dedicated partner page.

Figure 7 – The Partners page

Each individual partner’s page – an example of which can be seen in Figure 8 below – includes:
a) a link to their website
b) a description of the organisation
c) a description of the team involved and their role in the project
d) a contact person and their contact details

PU
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Figure 8 – Example of an individual partner’s page (KNCV)
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3.4 News
The News page (Figure 9) is organised as a posts page. It will display the consortium’s latest news,
such as consortium meetings, positions offered, latest results, publications, etc.
Every news will be posted as a separate post, which provides a timeline of the project’s progress.

Figure 9 – A News post example (E-DETECT TB’s kickoff meeting)
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3.5 Contact
The Contact page (Figure 10) provides email addresses for the Project Manager. It does not provide
other contacts in order to streamline communication and ensure any request is treated in a timely
manner.
It also includes a form through which interested visitors can sign up to receive news about the project
by email (the project’s mailing list).

Figure 10 – Contact page
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3.6 External Links
The External Links Page (Figure 11) provides a short description and links to relevant international
and European initiatives, notably previously funded EU projects.
It will be populated and updated as the consortium creates links towards other initiatives and
projects.

Figure 11 – External Links page
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